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In this paper we examine a method to control the stepping motion of a paralyzed person
suspended over a treadmill using a robot attached to the pelvis. A leg swing motion is
created by moving the pelvis without contact with the legs. The problem is formulated as
an optimal control problem for an underactuated articulated chain. The optimal control
problem is converted into a discrete parameter optimization and an efficient gradientbased algorithm is used to solve it. Motion capture data from an unimpaired human
subject is compared to the simulation results from the dynamic motion optimization. Our
results suggest that it is feasible to drive repetitive stepping on a treadmill by a paralyzed
person by assisting in torso movement alone. The optimized, pelvic motion strategies are
comparable to “hip-hiking” gait strategies used by people with lower limb prostheses or
hemiparesis. The resulting motions can be found at the web site
http://www.eng.uci.edu/⬃chwang/project/stepper/stepper.html. 关DOI: 10.1115/1.1979507兴
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In the U.S. alone, over 700,000 people experience a stroke each
year, and over 10,000 people experience a traumatic spinal cord
injury. Impairment in walking ability after such neurologic injuries is common. Recently, a new approach to locomotion rehabilitation called step training with body weight support on a treadmill
共BWST兲 has shown promise in improving locomotion after stroke
and spinal cord injury 关1兴. The technique involves suspending the
patient in a harness above a treadmill in order to partially relieve
the weight of the body, and manually assisting the legs and pelvis
in moving in a walking pattern 共Fig. 1兲. Patients who receive this
therapy can significantly increase their independent walking ability and overground walking speed 关3兴. It is hypothesized that the
technique works in part by stimulating remaining force, position,
and touch sensors in the legs during stepping in a repetitive manner, and that residual circuits in the nervous system learn from this
sensor input to generate motor output appropriate for stepping.
Patient access to step training with BWST is currently limited
because the training is labor intensive. Multiple therapists are often required to control the pelvis and legs, and the therapists
quickly fatigue while assisting in movement. Several research
groups are pursuing robotic implementations of the technique in
an attempt to make it less labor intensive, more consistent, and
more widely accessible 关4–7兴. Implementing the technique with
robotics is also attractive because it could improve experimental
control over the training, thus providing a means to better understand and optimize its effects.
A difficulty in automating step training with BWST is that the
required patterns of forces at the pelvis and legs are unknown. For
example, the relative importance of assisting at the pelvis and legs
is unclear. One approach toward determining the required forces is
to instrument the therapists’ hands with force and position transducers 关8兴. However, therapists are relatively limited in the forces
that they can apply compared to robots, and there is no guarantee
that any given therapist has selected an optimal solution. Current
robotic devices for step training with BWST have taken the simplified approach of replicating leg kinematics, and moving the
torso in a gait-like up and down pattern 关5,6兴.
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In this paper we explore an alternate approach toward generating strategies for assisting in gait training: dynamic motion optimization. Dynamic motion optimization provides a formalized
method for determining motions for underconstrained tasks, and
may reveal novel strategies for achieving the tasks. It has been
used with success to simulate human control over such activities
as diving, jumping, and walking 关9–13兴. The objective of this
study was to use dynamic motion optimization to determine to
what extent repetitive stepping by a paralyzed patient can theoretically be generated by assisting in pelvis motion alone. Portions
of this work have been published in conference paper format 关14兴.
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2.1 Human Model and Walking Motion. For studying the
motion of the legs, the head, arms, torso 共HAT兲, and pelvis were
combined into a single rigid body. We assumed that the walking
gait cycle was bilaterally symmetric. That is, in the gait cycle, the
right-side stance and swing phases were assumed to be identical to
the left-side stance and swing phases, respectively. Based on this
assumption, only one-half of the gait cycle was simulated. We
refer to the joints on the side of the stance phase as the stance
joints and the joints on the side of the swing phase as the swing
joints.
The stance hip was modeled as a ball joint, with its position
with respect to an inertial reference frame assumed to equal measured data. This could be achieved by using a robot to translate the
stance hip along the normative, measured kinematic trajectory.
From the stance hip joint position, we assumed that a robot could
rotate the HAT and pelvis about the x 共lateral pelvic tilt兲 and y
共swivel兲 axes of rotation, but not the z 共forward pelvic tilt兲 axis
共refer to Fig. 2兲. By using these two rotational degrees of freedom
共DOF兲, rather than three, for the pelvis, we have constrained the
pelvic rotation about the z axis to be zero. This assumption is
justified because forward/backward trunk tilt is relatively small
共less than 5 deg兲 during normal walking 关15兴, and patients are
suspended from a harness during body weight supported locomotor training 共Fig. 1兲, thereby further constraining pelvis/torso tilt
and making it difficult to actively control. The swing hip was
modeled as a three DOF ball joint rotating about axes in the x 共hip
adduction/abduction兲, y 共hip internal/external rotation兲, and z 共hip
flexion/extension兲 directions. The knee and ankle were modeled as
one DOF hinge joints about the z axis 共knee extension/flexion and
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Table 1 Link lengths. lHip = distance between the right and left
hip joint center locations; lU Leg and lL Leg = lengths of upper and
lower legs, respectively; lFoot = the vertical distance between the
ankle and sole of the foot, assuming the subject stands straight
up; lToe = the horizontal distance between the ankle and toes;
lHeel = the horizontal distance between the ankle and heel.
lHip
0.146 m
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Fig. 1 Step training with body weight support on a treadmill.
Two therapists assist in leg movement, while a third assists in
torso movement. Reprinted from A. Behrman and S. Harkema
†2‡, with permission of the American Physical Therapy
Association.

lL

Leg

0.470 m

Leg

0.489 m

lFoot

lToe

lHeel

0.079 m

0.175 m

0.069 m

backward pelvic tilt was zero.
One representative step with a duration of 0.5 sec was chosen
for comparison with the optimization results described in the following sections. The step was chosen arbitrarily from approximately one hundred recorded steps, but fell within the variability
of these steps. A least-squares method was used to convert the
positions of the markers to the link lengths and joint angles based
on the forward kinematics of the model described above. The
resulting link lengths are shown in Table 1. The human subject
was 1.95 m tall and weighed 75 kg. Dynamic properties of the
body segments were estimated using regression equations based
on segment kinematic measurements 共Table 2兲 关18兴.
Passive torque-angle properties of the hip, knee, and ankle
joints were measured for the subject with a motorized dynamometer 共Biodex Inc.兲. The dynamometer imposed slow isovelocity
movements at the joints and measured applied torques and resulting joint angles. Joints were measured in a gravity-eliminated configuration, or, if not possible, torques due to gravity were estimated and subtracted. We modeled the joints as nonlinear springs
in which the joint torque was a polynomial function of the joint
angle. A least-squares method was used to obtain the best-fit polynomial of order 3 for the torque-angle properties of each of the
joints except for the ankle joint. A polynomial of order 7 provided
a better fit to the ankle joint data 共Fig. 3兲. Define m as the measured joint torque and q as the corresponding joint angle, the
resulting polynomial curves were:
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ankle dorsal/plantar flexion, respectively兲.
Motion capture data of key body segments for an unimpaired
subject during treadmill walking was obtained using a videobased system 共Motion Analysis Corp.兲 at the Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Long Beach, CA. The sampling rate
of motion capture was 60 Hz. The treadmill speed was selected to
be 1.25 m / sec to approximate a speed commonly used in step
training with BWST 关2兴. External markers were attached to the
subject at the antero-superior iliac spines 共ASISs兲, knees, ankles,
tops of the toes, and backs of the heels. The hip joint center
location was estimated from the right and left ASIS’s based on
Bell’s method 关16兴, with a small correction suggested by 关17兴.
From the two ASIS locations the pelvic swivel and lateral tilt was
computed. Note that a third marker was not needed on the pelvis
to obtain its orientation since we assumed that the forward/
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Table 2 Dynamic properties of the human model, estimated
using regression equations based on segment kinematic measurements †18‡

Upper Trunk

46.0704

Upper Leg

9.5368

Lower Leg

3.5586

Foot

1.4373

Inertia
共kg m2兲

Center of mass
共m兲

04

0.1574
0
0
0
0.0353
0
0
0
0.1535

兴
兴
兴
兴

JB

0.0638
0
0
0
0.0055
0
0
0
0.0624

关
关
关
关

−0.0009
0.3600
0
−0.0240
−0.1700
0.0070
−0.0050
−0.2073
0.0190

Y

关
关
关
关

3.2288
0
0
0
0.7783
0
0
0
2.7573

0.0028
0
0
0
0.0088
0
0
0
0.0070

0.0440
−0.0394
0.0090

兴
兴
兴
兴

Human model
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Mass
共kg兲
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Fig. 2
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Fig. 3
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Measured passive torque-angle relationships „st… incorporated into the model

Hip External/Internal Rotation 共−60° , 60° 兲
Hip Abduction/Adduction 共−50° , 30° 兲

m = − 0.0542 − 0.8266q − 6.0205q2 − 29.0271q3
m = 1.0863 + 1.5721q + 6.3488q2 − 23.0405q3
•

共2兲

Hip Extension/Flexion 共−35° , 70° 兲

关The joint lower and upper bounds, qគ and q̄, are shown in the
parentheses 共qគ , q̄兲.兴
In addition to the polynomial function, a nonlinear springdamper torque sd was used to place a firm limit on joint movement at its upper and lower bounds.

Y

•

共1兲

共3兲

冦

Knee Flexion/Extension 共−140° , 0 ° 兲
Ankle Plantar/Dorsal Flexion 共−52° , 46° 兲

m = 0.1305 − 3.9956q + 1.5596q2 − 4.7881q3
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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共5兲

− ␤兵104共q − q̄兲 + 5 ⫻ 102q̇其 if q 艌 q̄

sd = − ␤兵104共q − qគ 兲 + 5 ⫻ 102q̇其 if q 艋 qគ
otherwise
0

m = − 24.9343 − 53.1584q − 37.5211q2 − 9.8685q3 共4兲
•

共6兲

JB

m = − 0.6837 − 0.7621q + 0.9772q2 − 2.2620q3
•

+ 2.4229q4 + 6.2372q5 − 5.6802q6 − 19.5304q7

04

•

冧

共7兲

where
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冦

6 ⫻ 105共q − q̄兲5 − 1.5 ⫻ 105共q − q̄兲4 + 104共q − q̄兲3

if q̄ + 0.1 艌 q 艌 q̄
␤ = − 6 ⫻ 105共q − qគ 兲5 − 1.5 ⫻ 105共q − qគ 兲4 − 104共q − qគ 兲3 if qគ − 0.1 艋 q 艋 qគ
otherwise
1

The function sd was selected to be C2 continuous in order to be
used in the computation of the analytical gradient in the dynamic
motion optimization. The resulting model for the torque contribution from the soft tissue st for each joint has the form st = m
+ sd with q̇ = 0, are shown as a solid line crossing the experimental data in Fig. 3.

q共t f 兲 = q f ,
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2.2 Formulation of the Optimal Control Problem. The objective of this study was to explore to what extent repetitive stepping by a paralyzed patient can theoretically be generated by moving the pelvis along some trajectory, without explicitly controlling
the legs. That is, could a normal gait be generated by a robot that
maneuvers the pelvis without requiring robots that maneuver the
legs? We assumed that the robot was capable of moving the pelvis
such that the stance hip moved along a normal, unimpaired trajectory, while simultaneously lifting the swing hip to control movement of the swing leg. In other words, our strategy is to control
the motion of the stance leg along a normative trajectory using a
position-controlled robotic device. With a reasonably stiff controller, the stance leg motion would not be influenced by the torques
applied to the stance hip, and thus the problem of swing control
can be addressed in isolation. We also assumed that the robotassisted motion was initiated when the treadmill had pulled the
stance leg backward to the position from which the swing would
normally be initiated, with the foot’s horizontal and vertical velocity equal to zero. The robot-generated motion then initiated the
transition from stance to swing, driving the leg toward the desired
foot-fall location. We modeled the swing leg as a paralyzed 共i.e.,
unactuated兲 linkage with the identified passive torque-angle
properties.
This problem can be addressed mathematically as an optimal
control problem for an underactuated system. We are interested in
obtaining a normal swing phase of the paralyzed leg, starting with
the leg in an extended position with zero initial joint velocities by
shifting the pelvis. We used the motion of the stance hip found
from the video capture data of the unimpaired subject as an input
to our underactuated human model. Specifically, the stance hip
joint center locations were approximated using B-spline curves
based on the motion capture data. The degrees of freedom of the
human model are shown in Table 3. Srx, Sry, and Srz represent
screw axes of rotation about the x, y, and z axes, respectively; Stx,
Sty, and Stz screw axes of translation along the x, y, and z axes,
respectively; and the joint positions qi’s corresponded sequentially
to the screw axes. We considered the swing motion to be an optimal control problem as follows: Minimize 共t兲 subject to

冧

共8兲

q̇共t f 兲 = q̇ f

共12兲
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共9兲

共11兲

q̇共0兲 = q̇0

Stance hip
2
Sry, Srx
q 4, q 5
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共10兲

DOF of the human model

3
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q 1, q 2, q 3
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J p2 =

兺

Swing hip

Knee

Ankle

3
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q 6, q 7, q 8

1
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1
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y ground − y heel
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q共0兲 = q0,

Joint

再冋

i=4

H共q兲共q̈兲 + h共q,q̇兲 =  + st

Table 3

i=0

p1

04

+ J p共q,q̇兲

兺w
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weii2dt
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where Eq. 共10兲 represents the dynamics for the human model with
joint coordinates q 苸 R10, active applied joint torques  苸 R10,
and measured passive torques due to soft tissue stiffness st
苸 R10. H共q兲 is the generalized mass matrix and h共q , q̇兲 contains
the centrifugal, Coriolis, and gravitational forces. 1, 2, and 3 are
the generalized forces associated with the translation of the stance
hip 共and are not included in the cost function since the position of
the stance hip was specified by the motion capture data兲; 4 and 5
are the moments corresponding to the two rotations of the stance
hip 共controlled by the robot兲; 6, 7, and 8 are the swing hip
moments 共corresponding to hip abduction/adduction, external/
internal rotation, and extension/flexion, respectively兲; 9 and 10
correspond to knee and ankle rotation moments, respectively; and
wei’s are positive weighting coefficients. 6 ⬃ 10 were assumed
zero for the impaired leg. st4 ⬃ st10 were modeled as nonlinear
spring-damper systems to capture the passive torque-angle properties of the joints, as described above, while st1 ⬃ st3 were zero
since no muscular force was needed for the linear translation of
the stance hip 共i.e., the robot was assumed to control these degrees
of freedom兲. Equations 共11兲 and 共12兲 define the initial and final
joint velocities of the swing leg, selected so that swing starts and
ends at the same position and velocity as an unimpaired subject,
as explained in the preceding paragraph.
The term J p共q , q̇兲 in Eq. 共9兲 is a penalty function used to avoid
collision of the swing leg with the stance leg and the ground and
to achieve the final desired position. It is the sum of three terms,
J p共q , q̇兲 = J p1 + J p2 + J p3, where J p1 and J p2 are two functions introduced to penalize the penetration of the swing leg with the stance
leg and the ground, and J p3 is used to drive the swing leg to the
desired final configuration. In order to obtain the collision penalty
functions J p1 and J p2, note that since the position of the stance hip
in the z direction was less than that of the swing hip in the selected coordinate system 共Fig. 2兲, the following was added to the
cost function. Let 共·兲+ be a function that is positive when its argument is positive and zero otherwise. The penalty functions are
then

共14兲
共15兲

where nt ⬎ 0 is the number of time instances when the collision is
checked, and was set to be 50; w p1 and w p2 are positive weighting
coefficients; and 共x , y , z兲knee, 共x , y , z兲heel, and 共x , y , z兲toe are the
Cartesian coordinates of the swing knee, heel, and toes, respectively, which were computed using the forward kinematics. y ground
is the position of the ground in the y direction, which is equal to
the position of the toes of the swing leg at the beginning of the
gait cycle. z1 and z2 are selected to constrain the movement of the
Transactions of the ASME
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swing leg in the z direction to avoid excessive out of plane
motion.
The following cost function was used to drive the passive joints
of the swing leg to the desired final configuration:
J p3 =

1
2

兺w

p31关qip共t f 兲

− q fip兴2 + w p32关q̇ip共t f 兲 = q̇ fip兴2

共16兲

ip

where ip is the passive joint index; q fip and q̇ fip the final joint
position and velocity, respectively; and w p31 and w p32 the weighting coefficients.
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2.3 Dynamic Motion Optimization via Direct Parameter
Optimization. In order to formulate the optimal control problem
for a numerical solution, the joint trajectories were interpolated by
uniform, C4 continuous quintic B-spline polynomials over the
knot space of an ordered time sequence 共see also 关19–22兴兲. Let the
knot sequence be 0 = t0 = ¯ = t5 艋 t6 艋 ¯ 艋 tm 艋 tm+1 = ¯ = tm+6
= t f with m 艌 5 and ⌬t = t j − t j−1 = t f / 共m − 4兲 for j = 6 , 7 , . . . , m + 1.
Let na be the number of actuated joints. The joint trajectories for
these joints, qa 苸 Rna, are then written as

OF

Fig. 4 The resulting gait for Case 1: Paralyzed swing leg with
motion captured stance hip orientation „no optimization…. The
solid lines show the resulting gait and the dashed lines are the
gait recorded from the motion capture system.

m

兺pB
j

j,6共t兲

3

共17兲

CO

qa共t, P兲 =

j=0

where P = 兵p , . . . , p 其 with p 苸 Rna is the set of the control
points; and B j,6 is a quintic B-spline basis function.
For the simulation of the paralyzed patient, the system was
modeled as an underactuated system with two actuated joints 共q4
and q5兲 and five passive, or unactuated, joints 共q6, q7, q8, q9, and
q10兲. The dynamics of such a hybrid dynamic system can be
solved efficiently by the Lie group formulation discussed in 关10兴.
In order to perform the optimization, an initial trajectory was required for the actuated joints. We used the trajectory identified
from motion capture and defined it with the parameter set P such
that qa = qa共t , P兲. Given the motion of the actuated joints, the dynamics of the partially actuated system were then integrated numerically from the given initial conditions using MATLAB’s function “ode45,” and our CSTORM dynamics software 关10兴. During the
10
integration, the integral term in 共9兲, Jc = 共1 / 2兲兰t0f 兺i=4
wei2i dt, was
also evaluated.
The steps taken above served to transform the optimal control
problem 共9兲 into the following discrete parameter optimization:
Minimize P subject to
0

m

j

Results
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H共q兲q̈ + h共q,q̇兲 =  + st

共19兲
共20兲

1
pm−1 = q f − q̇ f ⌬t
5

共21兲
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Note that the trajectory of the stance hip, 共q1 , q2 , q3兲, was approximated as a B-spline curve based on the motion capture data. Equations 共20兲 and 共21兲 were used to meet the initial and final conditions 共11兲 and 共12兲, respectively. The actual variable parameters
were P, excluding the fixed p0, p1, pm−1, and pm; and the total
number of variable parameters was na共m − 3兲.
As described next, motions were generated by this dynamic
motion optimization with different weighting coefficients for different cases. The weighting coefficients were chosen based on
experience with many simulations. In each case, eight variable
parameters 共m = 11兲 were used for each of the actuated joints. The
joint torques were computed for the human model based on the
estimated dynamic properties and the B-spline joint trajectories.

04

pm = q f ,

1
p1 = q0 + q̇0⌬t
5

3.1 Case 1: Paralyzed Swing Leg With Motion Captured
Stance Hip Orientation (No Optimization). No optimization
was applied in this case, in order to determine how the leg would
swing if the pelvis were simply moved in a normative trajectory.
The swing hip, knee, and ankle joints were set to be passive while
the stance hip joint followed the trajectory identified from motion
capture. Assuming no ground contact, the equations of motion
were solved and the resulting motions are shown in Fig. 4. For
clarity, the top z-x view shows only the motion of the hip rotation
centers. The front y-z view shows only the final position of the
swing leg. The dotted lines show the swing phase of the unimpaired right leg at a treadmill speed of 1.25 m / sec, as measured
with the motion capture system. Note that the stance foot moved
with the belt on the treadmill, however, for a clearer visualization
of the swing leg movement, a constant-velocity transformation
was applied to keep the stance foot fixed in this and subsequent
plots. If contact with the ground was ignored, the swing leg attained a final configuration far from the desired one. Taking into
account ground contact, the foot collided with the ground near the
beginning of swing. As might be expected, this result demonstrates that simply replaying a desired pelvic trajectory does not
effectively complete the swing motion of a paralyzed leg.

15

p 0 = q 0,
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共18兲
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Jcp = Jc + J p1 + J p2 + J p3
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We studied four different cases with the gait model, in order to
gain insight into how robot motions applied at the pelvis might
assist in gait generation:
• Case 1: Paralyzed swing leg with motion captured stance hip
orientation 共no optimization兲. This case was studied to determine
if simply applying a normative pelvic trajectory would effectively
control the swing leg.
• Case 2: Unimpaired swing leg with effort minimization of all
joints. This case was studied to determine if the optimization technique produced realistic pelvic and leg trajectories when both the
pelvis and the leg were assumed to be fully actuated.
• Case 3: Paralyzed swing leg with effort minimization of the
stance hip torques. This case was studied to determine to what
extent swing of a paralyzed leg could be controlled with pelvic
motion alone.
• Case4: Paralyzed swing leg with effort minimization of the
stance hip torques and bounded stance hip orientation. Case 3
produced large motions of the hip. Therefore, we sought to determine how limiting the hip motions affected the quality of swing
control.
For these simulations, the stance and swing legs were the left
and right legs, respectively.

AUGUST 2005, Vol. 127 / 5
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Table 4 Weighting coefficients for cases 2, 3, 4. Note the high
relative weighting on the penalty functions to ensure collision
avoidance.
Case we4, we5 we6, we7, we8 we9 we10
2
3,4

0.05
10−4

0.05
0

0.1
0

2.5
0

w p1

w p2

5 ⫻ 105 5 ⫻ 104
104
105

w p31 w p32
0
103

0
102
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3.2 Case 2: Unimpaired Swing Leg With Effort Minimization of All Joints. In order to test the ability of the optimization
technique to mimic normal human control, we studied a fully
actuated human model with actuated hip, knee, and ankle joints in
the swing leg. A total of 56 parameters 共parameters p2 , p3 , . . . , p9
for each actuated joint兲 were used in the optimization. The penalty
functions that limited the allowable out of plane motion of the
legs, z1 and z2 in J p2, were chosen as

OF

z1共t兲 = zstance-hip共t兲 + lhip − 0.005

共22兲

z2共t兲 = zstance-hip共t兲 + lhip − 0.033

共23兲

2
z1共t兲 = z2共t兲 = zstance-hip共t兲 + lhip
3
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where lhip − 0.005 and lhip − 0.033 are the minimum horizontal distances 共in meters兲 between the swing knee and the stance hip and
between the swing heel and the stance hip, respectively, identified
from motion capture. The weighting coefficients used for the optimization are listed in Table 4. They were chosen based on experience with many simulations. The large weighting of the penalty
functions w pi impose a high cost if the legs collide with each other
or with the ground. The optimization converged in 4 h of computation with a Pentium II-700 MHz PC. The resulting gait is shown
in Fig. 5. The good correspondence with the human data suggests
that human gait involves the minimization of effort. This effort/
energy is applied to lift the swing leg to avoid contact with the
ground and to achieve the final configuration. Moreover, the correspondence between the optimized and actual pelvic and leg joint
motions suggests that the optimization technique can adequately
predict what a normative trajectory would be, given only the limb
dynamics and desired final configuration of the leg.

Fig. 6 The resulting gait for case 3: Paralyzed swing leg. The
solid lines show the resulting gait and the dashed lines are the
gait recorded from the motion capture system.

共24兲

3.4 Case 4: Paralyzed Swing Leg With Effort Minimization of the Stance Hip Torques and Bounded Stance Hip
Orientation. In order to determine if the large swivel motion in
the previous case could be eliminated while still achieving a viable swing motion, we restricted the stance hip external/internal
rotation within ±30° range by adding the following hard constraint to the optimization problem
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The optimization took about 3.5 h to complete. The resulting gait
is shown in Fig. 7, and demonstrates that a reasonable swing
motion can be achieved while limiting excessive hip swivel.

02

3.3 Case 3: Paralyzed Swing Leg With Effort Minimization of the Stance Hip Torques. To simulate a paralyzed person,
the swing hip, knee, and ankle joints were made passive. A total of
16 parameters 共parameters p2 , p3 , . . . , p9 for each actuated joint兲
were used in the optimization. The optimization took approximately 3.5 h to complete. The positions z1 and z2 in the penalty
function J p2 were chosen as
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in order to allow more hip adduction than the fully actuated case.
The resulting motion is shown in Fig. 6. The optimizer lifted the
swing hip to avoid collision between the swing leg and the
ground. At the same time, it twisted the pelvis to pump energy
into the paralyzed leg and moved the leg close to the desired final
configuration, while avoiding collision between the legs. Thus, the
optimizer was able to determine a strategy that could achieve
repetitive stepping by shifting the pelvis alone. Note that the strategy incorporated a large swivel of the stance hip joint around the
y axis, which may be undesirable in step training a real human.
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Fig. 5 The resulting gait for case 2: Unimpaired swing leg. The
solid lines show the resulting gait and the dashed lines are the
gait recorded from the motion capture system.
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Fig. 7 The resulting gait for case 4: Paralyzed swing leg with
bounded stance hip orientation. The solid lines show the resulting gait and the dashed lines are the gait recorded from the
motion capture system.
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Table 5 The top rows show the peak torques „N m… about stance hip joint during motion for cases 1, 2, 3, and 4. The bottom rows
show the joint position errors „degrees… in the swing leg from the trajectory of an unimpaired leg. 円qf円 is the absolute value of the
error at the final position, and 円q„t…円avg is the average absolute value of the error throughout the time interval.
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

max

min

max

min

max

min

max

min

Stance hip ext/internal rotation 共4兲
Stance hip abduction/adduction 共5兲

0
0

0
0

5.9
−18.0

−3.9
−154.1

530.0
2884.3

−414.5
−2022.3

530.9
2576.0

−793.6
−3016.8

兩q f 兩

兩q共t兲兩avg

兩q f 兩

兩q共t兲兩avg

兩q f 兩

兩q共t兲兩avg

兩q f 兩

兩q共t兲兩avg

10.7
29.5
1.2
16.0
3.6

2.0
6.3
11.9
15.9
7.2

0
0
0
0
0

3.0
11.8
2.4
4.8
3.9

2.7
0.6
4.1
8.0
0.9

18.2
26.4
11.3
17.8
8.1

2.8
1.6
2.3
2.5
4.4

14.3
16.9
6.3
11.0
7.2

O
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Joint

Swing hip abduction/adduction 共q6兲
Swing hip ext/internal rotation 共q7兲
Swing hip extension/flexion 共q8兲
Swing knee extension/flexion 共q9兲
Swing ankle plantar/dorsal flex 共q10兲
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3.5 Comparison of Cases. As can be seen in Table 5, the
fully actuated model in case 2 yielded the smallest final position
error for the swing leg 共zero error兲 compared to the other cases.
However, the optimization technique produced a fairly small position error for case 3 共less than 5 deg on average across joints兲,
indicating that the paralyzed leg could be driven via pelvic motion
to a position from which stance might reasonably be initiated.
Placing a limit on the amount of hip swivel did little to change the
final position error of the paralyzed leg. In contrast, simply moving the pelvis along a motion-captured trajectory 共i.e., case 1兲
created a relatively large final position error in the swing leg, even
if the early ground contact during swing for this case was ignored.
The position errors of the swing leg compared to the motion
capture data were not explicitly minimized throughout the trajectory, but it is interesting to compare these errors for the various
cases 共兩q共t兲avg兩 in Table 5兲. The fully actuated case again produced
the smallest trajectory errors, which were on average about 5°,
demonstrating the ability of the optimization technique to predict
normative joint trajectories, even though only a final position error
term was included in the cost function. The motion optimization
technique for the underactuated cases 共cases 3 and 4兲 produced
larger trajectory errors than the motion-capture replay technique
共case 1兲. This indicates that the motion optimization used moderately more “abnormal” stance hip and swing leg motions to
achieve the desired leg configuration at heel strike. The toe did,
however, contact the ground early during swing with simple motion replay, and this ground contact was ignored in calculating the
trajectory error. The motions used to control the pelvis for the
motion optimization cases avoided this ground collision.
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Discussion and Conclusions

These results demonstrate the possible merits of incorporating
robotic control of pelvic motion for use in step training with
BWST. Although it may not be possible to fully control swing by
manipulating the pelvis, the level of control that is possible appears sufficient for achieving reasonable swing trajectories and an
approximate normal leg configuration at heel strike. This level of
control should enable repetitive stepping on a treadmill by a completely paralyzed person. Further, the pelvic motions generated to
control swing do not necessarily require large, nonphysiological
joint movements.
The pelvic motion strategies generated by the optimizer are
comparable to “hip hiking” gait strategies used by people with
transfemoral lower limb prostheses 关23兴, and by people with paralysis of one leg due to stroke 关24兴. In these strategies, the swing
hip is lifted abnormally high in order to compensate for the lack of
control at swing leg joints. This similarity suggests that the human
nervous system itself may function like a motion optimizer as it
finds solutions to underactuated control problems that are induced
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by injury 关25兴. Consistent with this concept, the human nervous
system appears to function approximately as an effort minimizer
during normal gait, as indicated by the good correspondence of
the optimized and actual pelvic and leg trajectories in the fully
actuated case. More complicated dynamic optimization studies of
human locomotion that include detailed muscle models and seek
to minimize metabolic cost have also found a good correspondence with normal gait 关12,13兴. The results of this study suggest
that a simpler approach that minimizes joint effort without solving
a tracking problem can also reproduce salient features of at least
the swing phase of gait.
One possible limitation of the proposed control strategy is that
a large peak hip abduction/adduction torque, almost 3000 Nm
共Table 5兲, is required to create the desired motions. We are building a prototype robotic device 关26兴 for manipulating the pelvis
that makes use of high-force pneumatic actuators, but even so, it
can generate at most approximately 1000 Nm of torque. Fortunately, however, the large torque is an artifact of the simplified
model of the torso used in the simulations. Our model grouped the
head, arms, and torso 共HAT兲 into one rigid body. In order to rotate
this rigid body about the x axis of stance hip joint, a large torque
is needed because the mass center of the HAT model is relatively
far from the axis of rotation, and since the HAT is assumed to be
rigid, the mass center moves in a circle about the rotation axis.
This unrealistic circular motion requires the large torques. As suggested by 关27兴, a better model of the HAT would include a “sacralpelvic” joint in the lumbar region that allowed flexion/extension
and lateral bending between the upper trunk and pelvis, plus an
additional degree of freedom in the mid-thoracic region. The mass
of the resulting pelvic segment would be approximately 80%–
90% less than the combined HAT 关28兴. We estimated the torques
that would be required to create the desired motions with such a
modified model by moving the center of mass of our HAT segment into the lumbar region and decreasing the inertia by 1 / 5.
The resulting required torques were an order of magnitude less,
well within the bounds of our prototype robotic device, suggesting
that creating the desired motions is feasible.
In this paper, we addressed the case in which the swing leg is
flaccid. The goal of step training with BWST, however, is that the
legs progress from a flaccid state to actively participating in stepping, by reprogramming locomotor control circuits within the spinal cord itself with appropriate patterns of sensory information. As
the patient recovers stepping ability, the optimization technique
outlined here could be repeated, taking into account the patterns
of active forces applied by the patient’s own muscles. These
forces could be estimated given the dynamic model of the subject,
knowledge of the forces applied by the robotic device, and measurements of the resulting limb motions. The motion optimization
technique would then find the optimal motions for the specific
AUGUST 2005, Vol. 127 / 7
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level of stepping ability for the patient. Such a strategy might also
be useful in designing motions that can compensate for or accommodate mild, repeatable, spastic movements that sometimes occur
following spinal cord injury. Of course, the presence of severe
spasms would contraindicate the use of the control strategy outlined here. However, experienced step trainers report that such
spasms are relatively infrequent if care is taken not to elicit inappropriate patterns of sensory input 共e.g. nociceptive兲.
The results obtained in the optimization cases were local minimizers of the nonlinear cost function, although it would be more
desirable to obtain globally minimizing motions. The algorithm
was started with different initial trajectories in order to search for
other minimizing motions, and several other solutions were found.
The best of the trajectories 共i.e., those with the smallest cost兲 are
the results shown in this paper.
A pelvis-manipulating robot could also be useful for loading the
stance leg by pressing downward on the stance hip, thus enhancing load-related sensory input used for stepping 关29兴 at the same
time as assisting in swing. An important goal for future research
will be to determine how to couple force control of the stance leg
with motion control of the swing leg.
More generally, dynamic motion optimization provides a useful
tool for investigating novel strategies for assisting in locomotion
rehabilitation. Finding strategies by observation of therapists is
also desirable, but may miss some valuable strategies because
therapists are limited in their control relative to robots. For example, the strategy found here requires hip torques that are quite
large compared to a therapist’s strength. Dynamic motion optimization also provides a formal means to automatically generate
strategies on a patient-by-patient basis. Not only can patientspecific, gait-assisting motions be generated, but, based on the
results from the fully actuated case, it also appears feasible to
generate “normative” target motions using the principle of effort
minimization for patients from whom this data cannot be measured.
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